
 
 

DC Court Recharacterizes Futures Contracts into Security Futures
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On July 28, 2023, in Cboe Futures Exchange, LLC v. Securi�es and Exchange
Commission, the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia (the
“Court”)  issued an order vaca�ng an exemp�ve order granted by the Securi�es
and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) in November 2020 that provided exemp�ve
relief to the Minneapolis Grain Exchange, Inc. (“MGEX”) in respect of its lis�ng of
SPIKES Vola�lity Index Futures (the “SEC Exemp�ve Order”).  This decision is
remarkable in that the Court does not afford the usual regulatory deference to the
SEC and further explains that substan�vely the SPIKES vola�lity product should be
treated as “security futures” and not as a “futures” product essen�ally concluding
that “futures” products afford less protec�on to investors than do “security
futures.” 

In the SEC Exemp�ve Order, the SEC found that while  SPIKES contracts fit the
statutory defini�on of “security futures” under § 3(a)(55)(A) of the Securi�es
Exchange Act of 1934 (“Exchange Act”) and § 1a(44) of the Commodity Exchange
Act (“CEA”), SPIKES contracts should be exempt from regula�on as “security
futures,” subject to certain condi�ons, in order to “foster compe��on” as “an
alterna�ve to the only comparable incumbent vola�lity product in the market.” The
SEC Exemp�ve Order thus allowed SPIKES to be subject to the regulatory regime
under the Commodity Futures Exchange Commission (“CFTC”) applicable to
“futures,” as defined in the CEA.

By way of background, the SEC and the CFTC have joint jurisdic�on over the
regula�on of “security futures.” “Security futures” are thus more heavily regulated
than “futures,” which are regulated solely by the CFTC. Pursuant to the Exchange
Act, “security futures” (as securi�es) are subject to, inter alia, lis�ng standards,
na�onal exchange enhanced compliance, margin and disclosure requirements. The
CEA regime for “futures” allows for a different margin, exchange compliance and
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disclosure treatment that may be considered more lenient as compared to that
applicable to “security futures”; in addi�on, generally “futures” products are
subject to a more favorable tax treatment.  In 2004, the SEC and the CFTC had
issued a joint order providing exemp�ve relief from regula�on as “security futures”
to contracts traded on a “similar, but not iden�cal” (in the words of the Court)
index, the Cboe Vola�lity Index (known as the “VIX Index”). The pe��oner in this
case lists “futures contracts” in the VIX Index on its exchange.

In vaca�ng the SEC Exemp�ve Order, the Court found that the SEC’s exemp�on was
“arbitrary and capricious” in that the SEC failed to adequately establish its
reasoning, in either the text of the SEC Exemp�ve Order or in the case record, as to
why SPIKES contracts should be regulated as “futures” rather than “security
futures." Absent a rehearing on the ma�er, the Exemp�ve Order will be vacated as
of November 1, 2023 allowing a three-month period for MGEX, relevant
intermediaries and the traders to ensure compliance with SEC requirements
applicable to “security futures.”


